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ABSTRACT. The commutant of the range of an elementary operator
gives us important informations on the range itself. In this talk, we
shall deal with generalized derivations $\delta_{A,B}$ : $X\mathfrak{l}arrow AX-XB$ and el-
ementary multiplications $\chi A,B$ : $X\vdasharrow AXB$ on primitive C’-algebras.
We shall consider the sum and the product of those operators. Fur-
thermore, we shall characterize the relative commutants of the ranges
of $\delta_{A,B}$ and $\chi_{A,B}$ .
1.
$\mathfrak{U}$ $I$ , $A,$ $B\in \mathfrak{U}$ ,
.
$\delta_{A,B}(X)=AX-XB$ $(X\in \mathfrak{U})$ ; ,
$\chi_{A,B}(X)=AXB(X\in \mathfrak{U})$ ; .
$\delta_{A,B}$ $GD(\mathfrak{U}),$ $\chi A,B$ $EM(\mathfrak{U})$ . Barra-Pedersen [1]
. $\mathfrak{U}=B(X)$ ( $X$ ) ,
Theorem $\mathrm{B}\mathrm{P}$. ([1, Theorem 5.]) Let $A,$ $B,$ $C$, and $D$ be in $B(X)$ .
1. If $A\not\in \mathbb{C}I$ and $B\not\in \mathbb{C}I$, then $\delta_{C,D}\delta_{A,B}\in GD(B(X))$ if and only if
$C=aA+cI$ and $D=-aB+dI$ for some scalars $a,c$ and $d$ ;
2. If $A\in \mathbb{C}I$ and $B\not\in \mathbb{C}I$, then $\delta_{C,D}\delta_{A,B}\in GD(B(X))$ if and only if
$C\in \mathbb{C}I$ ;
3. If $A\not\in \mathbb{C}I$ and $B\in \mathbb{C}I$ , then $\delta_{C,D}\delta_{A,B}\in GD(B(X))$ if and only if
$D\in \mathbb{C}I$ ;
4. If $A\in \mathbb{C}I$ and $B\in \mathbb{C}I$ , then $\delta_{C,D}\delta_{A,B}$ is always in $GD(B(X))$ .
Corollary $\mathrm{B}\mathrm{P}$. ([1, Corollary 2.]) $(\Re(\delta_{A,B}))’$ is :
1. $\mathbb{C}I$ , if $A+B\not\in \mathbb{C}I$ or if $A+B\in \mathbb{C}I$ and either $A-B\in \mathbb{C}I\backslash \{0\}$ or
$(A-B)^{2}\not\in \mathbb{C}I$ ;
2. $B(X)$ , if $A+B\in \mathbb{C}I$ and $A-B=0$ ;
3. $\{a(A-B)+bI|a, b\in \mathbb{C}\}$ , if $A+B\in \mathbb{C}I,$ $A-B\not\in \mathbb{C}I$ and $(A-B)^{2}\in \mathbb{C}I$ .
, rank 1 Hahn-Banach
. Kadison transitivity ( $B(7t)$. ,
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) , primitive $C^{1}-$
.
2.
, $C^{*}$- $I$ , C*- $\mathfrak{U}$
, $*$- $\pi$ : $\mathfrak{U}arrow B(\mathcal{H})$ , $\pi(I)=I_{\mathcal{H}}$ .
Definition 1. Cl- $\mathfrak{U}$ primitive , $\mathfrak{U}$ faithful (i.e. one-
tO-One) ( $\pi(\mathfrak{U})$ , $B(\mathcal{H})$ weak
operator dense ).
Example 1. Cl- $\mathfrak{U}$ simple primitive ( $\mathfrak{U}$ , pure
state $\rho$ . $\rho$ GNS $(\mathcal{H}_{\rho}, \pi_{\rho}, \xi_{\rho})$ . , $\mathfrak{U}$
simple , $\pi_{\rho}$ faithful ).
simple $C^{*}$- , .
(i) , $\mathrm{I}\mathrm{I}_{1}$ , III .
(ii) Cuntz $\text{ }$ .
(iii) UHF $\text{ }$ .
(iv) .
, primitive simple $C^{*}$ - . K(H)+C
.
, [3, pp.331] .
Kadison transitivity Theorem.
$\mathfrak{U}$ $C^{*}$- , $\pi$ : $\mathfrak{U}arrow B(\mathcal{H})$ . $\{\eta_{1}, \cdots, \eta_{n}\}$ $\mathcal{H}$
, $\{\xi_{1}, \cdots, \xi_{n}\}$ $\prime H$ , $\pi(A)\xi_{j}=$
$\eta j(j=1, \cdots, n)$ $A\in \mathfrak{U}$ .
. , $\mathfrak{U}$ primitive $C^{*}$- . .
Theorem 1. Let $A,$ $B,$ $C$, and $D$ be in 2$[$ .
1. If $A\not\in \mathbb{C}I$ and $B\not\in \mathbb{C}I$ , then $\delta_{C,D}\delta_{A,B}\in GD(\mathfrak{U})$ if and only if $C=$
$aA+cI$ and $D=-aB+dI$ for some scalars $a,$ $c$ and $d$ ;
2. If $A\in \mathbb{C}I$ and $B\not\in \mathbb{C}I$ , then $\delta_{C,D}\delta_{A,B}\in GD(\mathfrak{U})$ if and only if $C\in \mathbb{C}I$ ;
3. If $A\not\in \mathbb{C}I$ and $B\in \mathbb{C}I$ , then $\delta_{C,D}\delta_{A,B}\in GD(\mathfrak{U})$ if and only if $D\in \mathbb{C}I$
;
4. If $A\in \mathbb{C}I$ and $B\in \mathbb{C}I$ , then $\delta_{C,D}\delta_{A,B}$ is always in $GD(\mathfrak{U})$ .
Theorem 2. Let $A,$ $B,$ $C$, and $D$ be in $\mathfrak{U}$ .
1. If $A\neq \mathrm{O}$ and $B\neq 0$ , then $\chi c,D+\chi A,B\in EM(\mathfrak{U})$ if and only if $C=\alpha A$
for some scalar $\alpha$ or $D=\beta B$ for some scalar $\beta$ ;
2. If $A=\mathrm{O}$ or $B=0$ , then $\chi C,D+\chi A,B$ is always in $EM(\mathfrak{U})$ .
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, . Theorems 1,2
.
Lemma 1. Let $A$ and $B$ be in $\mathfrak{U}$ , then $\chi A,B=0$ if and only if $A=\mathrm{O}$ or
$B=0$. ..
$(\Leftarrow)$ . $(\Rightarrow)$ . , $AXB=0(\forall X\in \mathfrak{U})$ ,
$\pi(A)\pi(X)\pi(B)\xi=0(\forall X\in \mathfrak{U}, \forall\xi\in \mathcal{H})$ . (1)
$B\neq 0$ . $\pi$ , $\pi(B)\neq 0$ . $\xi_{0}\in \mathcal{H}$
, $\pi(B)\xi_{0}\neq 0$ . $\eta\in \mathcal{H}$ . Kadison transitivity ,
$\pi(X_{\eta})\pi(B)\xi 0=\eta$ $X_{\eta}\in \mathfrak{U}$ . (1) ,
$\pi(A)\eta=\pi(A)\pi(X_{\eta})\pi(B\}\xi_{0}=0(\forall\eta\in \mathcal{H})$ .
, $\pi(A)=0$ . $\pi$ $A=0$.
Lemma 2. Let $A,$ $B,$ $C$, and $D$ be in $\mathfrak{U}$, and let $A\neq \mathrm{O}$ and $B\neq 0$ . Then
$\chi C,D=\chi A,B$ if and only if there exists a nonzero scalar $\alpha$ such that $C=\alpha A$
and $D=\alpha^{-1}B$ .
.$\cdot$
$(\Leftarrow)$ . $(\Rightarrow)$ . $\alpha\in \mathbb{C}\backslash \{0\}$ , $C=\alpha A$
$\mathrm{L}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{a}1\text{ }\check{\text{ }}B=\alpha D^{\prime\backslash }.ae\text{ _{}\overline{\mathrm{T}\backslash }}\prime \text{ }|\mathrm{f}+\theta_{\grave{\mathrm{J}}}C^{\backslash }\backslash \text{ }(\not\equiv\prime \mathrm{F}_{\backslash }arrow-\sigma)\text{ },\chi_{A,B-\alpha D}=0.\text{ }-\vee\supset \mathrm{C}\vee,D=\alpha^{-1}B).\mathrm{s}\text{ }\mathrm{t}\mathrm{R}_{\hat{\overline{J}\mathrm{E}}}\text{ }\acute{/\mathrm{E}}^{\mathrm{B}^{\mathrm{a}}\text{ }}$
,
$A\neq 0$ ,
$\pi(C)\pi(X)\pi(D)\xi=\pi(A)\pi(X)\pi(B)\xi(\forall X\in \mathfrak{U}, \forall\xi\in \mathcal{H})$ . (2)
$B\neq 0$ , $\xi 0\in \mathcal{H}$ $\pi(B)\xi 0\neq 0$ .
Case 1. $\pi(B)\xi_{0}$ $\pi(D)\xi_{0}$ $’*\backslash$ .$\cdot$
(2) $\xi_{0}$ Kadison transitivity , $C=A$ .
, $D=B$. $\pi(B)\xi_{0}$ $\pi(D)\xi_{0}$
. Case 1 . //
Case 2. $\pi(B)\xi_{0}$ $\pi(D)\xi_{0}$ .$\cdot$
Case 2-1. $\pi(D)\xi_{0}=0$ .$\cdot$
(2) ,
$\pi(A)\pi(X)\pi(B)\xi_{0}=0(\forall X\in \mathfrak{U})$ .
Kadison transitivity $A=0$. . //
Case 2-2. $\pi(D)\xi_{0}\neq 0$ .$\cdot$
$\pi(D)\xi 0=\alpha\pi(B)\xi \mathrm{o}(\alpha\in \mathbb{C}\backslash \{0\})$ . (2) ,
$\pi(A-\alpha C)\pi(X)\pi(B)\xi_{0}=0(\forall X\in \mathfrak{U})$ .
Kadison transitivity , $A=\alpha C$ . $C=\alpha^{-1}A$ . $\alpha^{-1}$ $\alpha$
, $C=\alpha A$ . //
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Lemma 3. Let $A$ and $B$ be in $\mathfrak{U}$ , then $\chi A,B\in GD(\mathfrak{U})$ if and only if
$A\in \mathbb{C}I$ or $B\in \mathbb{C}I$ .
.$\cdot$
$(\Leftarrow)$ . $(\Rightarrow)$ . $\chi A,B=\delta_{C,D}(C, D\in \mathfrak{U})$ .
, $AXB=CX-XD(\forall X\in \mathfrak{U})$ ,
$\pi(A)\pi(X)\pi(B)\xi=\pi(C)\pi(X)\xi-\pi(X)\pi(D)\xi(\forall X\in \mathfrak{U}, \forall\xi\in \mathcal{H})$.
(3)
$B\not\in \mathbb{C}I$ . \pi (B)\not\in C . $\xi_{0}\in \mathcal{H}$ , $\xi_{0}$
$\pi(B)\xi_{0}$ .
, $C=A+\alpha I(\alpha\in \mathbb{C})$ .
Case 1. $\{\xi_{0}, \pi(B)\xi_{0}, \pi(D)\xi_{0}\}$ .$\cdot$
(3) $\xi_{0}$ Kadison transitivity , $A=C$ -I. ,
$C=A+I$. $//$
Case 2. $\{\xi 0, \pi(B)\xi 0, \pi(D)\xi_{0}\}$ .$\cdot$
$\xi_{0}$ $\pi(B)\xi_{0}$ , $\pi(D)\xi_{0}=\alpha\xi_{0}+\beta\pi(B)\xi_{0}(\alpha, \beta\in \mathbb{C})$
. (3) ,
$\pi(A+\beta I)\pi(X)\pi(B)\xi_{0}=\pi(C-\alpha I)\pi(X)\xi_{0}(\forall X\in \mathfrak{U})$ .
Kadison transitivity , $A+\beta I=C-\alpha I$ . , $C=A+(\alpha+\beta)I$ . $//$




, $X(D-\alpha I)=AX(I-B)$ . ,
$\chi_{I,D-\alpha I}=\chi_{A,I-B}$ . (4)
, $A\in \mathbb{C}I$ . $A=0$ $A\in \mathbb{C}I$ ,
$A\neq 0$ . $B\not\in \mathbb{C}I$ , $I-B\neq 0$ . (4) Lemma 2
, $\gamma\in \mathbb{C}\backslash \{0\}$ ,$\cdot$ $I=\gamma A$ . $A=\gamma^{-1}I\in \mathbb{C}I$.
Theorems 1,2 . , Theorem 2 .
Theorem 2 :
Theorem 2 1 $(\Rightarrow)$ ( $(\Leftarrow)$ 2 ). $\chi c,D+$
$\chi_{A,B}=\chi_{E,F}(E, F\in \mathfrak{U})$ .
$\pi(C)\pi(X)\pi(D)\xi+\pi(A)\pi(X)\pi(B)\xi=\pi(E)\pi(X)\pi(F)\xi(\forall X\in \mathfrak{U}, \forall\xi\in?t)$ .
(5)
Step 1. $E=aA+cC(a, c\in \mathbb{C})$ .
, $B\neq 0$ , $\xi_{0}\in \mathcal{H}$ $\pi(B)\xi_{0}\neq 0$ .
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Case 1. $\{\pi(B)\xi_{0}, \pi(D)\xi_{0}, \pi(F)\xi 0\}$ .$\cdot$
(5) $\xi_{0}$ Kadison transitivity , $E=A+C$
. //
Case 2. $\{\pi(B)\xi_{0}, \pi(D)\xi_{0}, \pi(F)\xi 0\}$ $’*\backslash$ .$\cdot$
$a\pi(B)\xi_{0}+b\pi(D)\xi_{0}+c\pi(F)\xi_{0}=0(a, b, c\in \mathbb{C}, (a, b, c)\neq(0,0,0))$
. $\pi(B)\xi_{0}\neq 0$ , $b$ $c$ 0
.
Case 2-L $b\neq 0$ .$\cdot$
$\pi(D)\xi_{0}=-\frac{a}{b}\pi(B)\xi_{0}-\frac{c}{b}\pi(F)\xi_{0}$.
(5) $l_{\sim}^{\sim}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}^{\backslash }\text{ }\llcorner^{\sim}C\text{ }$ ,
$\pi(A-\frac{a}{b}C)\pi(X)\pi(B)\xi_{0}=\pi(E+\frac{c}{b}C)\pi(X)\pi(F)\xi_{0}(\forall X\in \mathfrak{U})$ . (6)
Case 2-1-L $\pi(B)\xi_{0}$ $\pi(F)\xi_{0}$ .$\cdot$
(6) Kadison transitivity , $A-(a/b)C=E+(c/b)C$.
, $E=A-((a+c)/b)C$. $//$
Case 2-1-2. $\pi(B)\xi_{0}$ $\pi(F)\xi_{0}$ .$\cdot$
Case 2-1-2-L $\pi(F)\xi_{0}=0$ .$\cdot$
(6) ,
$\pi(A-\frac{a}{b}C)\pi(X)\pi(B)\xi_{0}=0(\forall X\in \mathfrak{U})$ .
Kadison transitivity , $A=(a/b)C$. $a=0$ $A\neq$. $0$
, $a\neq 0$ . $C=(b/a)A$ . ,
, . //
Case 2-1-2-2. $\pi(F)\xi_{0}\neq 0$ .$\cdot$
$\pi(F)\xi 0=d\pi(B)\xi \mathrm{o}(d\in \mathbb{C}\backslash \{0\})$ . (6) ,
$\pi(A-dE-\frac{a+cd}{b}C)\pi(X)\pi(B)\xi_{0}=0(\forall X\in \mathfrak{U})$ .
Kadison transitivity , $dE=A-((a+cd)/b)C$. $d\neq 0$ , $E=$
$d^{-1}A-((a+cd)/bd)C$ . $//$
Case 2-2. $c\neq 0$ .$\cdot$
$\pi(F)\xi_{0}=-\frac{a}{c}\pi(B)\xi_{0}-\frac{b}{c}\pi(D)\xi_{0}$.
(5) ,
$\pi(C+\frac{b}{c}E)\pi(X)\pi(D)\xi_{0}+\pi(A+\frac{a}{c}E)\pi(X)\pi(B)\xi_{0}=0(\forall X\in \mathfrak{U})$ .
$/\mathrm{P}\backslash$
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Case 2-2-L $\pi(B)\xi_{0}$ $\pi(D)\xi_{0}$ .$\cdot$
(7) Kadison transitivity , $C+A+((a+b)/c)E=0$.
, $((a+b)/c)E=-A$ -C. $a+b=0$ , $C=-A$ ,
/\neq ‘/ . $a+b\neq 0$ , $E=-(c/(a+b))A-(c/(a+b))C$.
Case 2-2-2. $\pi(B)\xi_{0}$ $\pi(D)\xi_{0}$ .$\cdot$
Case 2-2-2-L $\pi(D)\xi_{0}=0$ .$\cdot$
(7) ,
$\pi(A+\frac{a}{c}E)\pi(X)\pi(B)\xi_{0}=0(\forall X\in \mathfrak{U})$ .
Kadison transitivity , $A=-(a/c)E$. $A\neq 0$ $a\neq 0$ ,
$E=-(c/a)A$. $//$
Case 2-2-2-2. $\pi(D)\xi 0\neq 0$ .$\cdot$
$\pi(D)\xi_{0}=d\pi(B)\xi_{0}(d\in \mathbb{C}\backslash \{0\})$ . (7) ,
$\pi(dC+A+\frac{a+bd}{c}E)\pi(X)\pi(B)\xi 0=0(\forall X\in \mathfrak{U})$ .
Kadison transitivity , $dC+A+((a+bd)/c)E=0$ . $a+bd=0$
, $dC=-A$ , $A\neq 0$ ( $d\neq 0$ ), $C=-d^{-1}A$ .
. $a+bd\neq 0$ , $E=-(c/(a+bd))A-$
$(cd/(a+bd))C$ . $//$
, ( $C=\alpha A$ ) $\mathrm{a}$ , $E=$
$aA+cC$ .
Step 2. $F=bB+dD(b, d\in \mathbb{C})$ .
$\chi_{C,D}+\chi_{A,B}=\chi_{E,F}$ ,
$CX^{*}D+AX^{*}B=EX^{*}F(.\forall X\in \mathfrak{U})$ ,
$D^{*}XC^{*}+B^{*}XA^{*}=F^{*}XE^{*}$ $(\forall X\in \mathfrak{U})$ .
,
$\pi(D^{*})\pi(X)\pi(C^{*})\xi+\pi(B^{*})\pi(X)\pi(A^{*})\xi=\pi(F^{*})\pi(X)\pi(E^{*})\xi(\forall X\in \mathfrak{U}, \forall\xi\in \mathcal{H})$.
(8)




$CXD+AXB=(aA+cC)X(bB+dD)(\forall X\in \mathfrak{U})$ .
,
$CX\{(1-cd)D-bcB\}=AX\{(ab-1)B+adD\}(\forall X\in \mathfrak{U})$ . (9)
( , $\chi_{C,(1-cd)D-bcB}=\chi_{A,(ab-1)B+adD}.$ )
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Case 1. $(ab-1)B+adD\neq 0$ .$\cdot$
$A\neq 0$ Lemma 2 , $\alpha\in \mathbb{C}\backslash \{0\}$ .
$C=\alpha A$ . //
Case 2. $(ab-1)B+adD=0$ .$\cdot$
$ad\neq 0$ , $D=((1-ab)/ad)B$ , $\underline{\lrcorner|}$
$ad=0$ . $a=0$ $d=0$ . $a=0$ , $0=(ab-1)E$
-B. $B\neq 0$ . $d=0$. (9). $(ab-1)B+$
$d=0$ ,
$CX(D-bcB)=0(\forall X\in \mathfrak{U})$ .
, $\chi_{C,D-bcB}=0$ , Lemma 1 , $C=0$ ,
. //
, $C=\alpha A$ $D=\beta B$ ,
.
$J$
Theorem 1 , Theorem 3 $z_{\mathrm{a}}$
, Theorem 1 .
Theorem 3. Let-A, $B,$ $C,\cdot$ and $D$ be in 21.
1. If $A\not\in \mathbb{C}I$ and $B\not\in \mathbb{C}I$ , then $\chi c,D+\chi A,B\in GD(\mathfrak{U})$ if $ar_{1}$
$C$. $=.aA\backslash +cI,$ $D=-a^{-1}B+dI$ for some scalars $a,$ $c$ and $d$ with $a$
2. If $A\in \mathbb{C}I$ or $B\in \mathbb{C}I$ , then $\chi c,\dot{D}+\chi A,B\in GD(\mathfrak{U})$ if and only $\{$
or $D\in \mathbb{C}I$ .
Theorem 3 :
1 . $(\Leftarrow)$ . $(\Rightarrow)$ . $\chi C,D\dashv$
$\delta_{E,F}(E, F\in \mathfrak{U})$ .
$CXD+AXB=EX-XF$ $(\forall X\in \mathfrak{U})$ :
, .
:
$(*)\wedge E=\alpha C+A+\beta I(\acute{\alpha},\beta\in \mathbb{C})$ .
Step 1. $(*)$ .$\cdot$
(10) ,
$\pi(C)\pi(X)\pi(D)\xi+\pi(A)\pi(X)\pi(B)\xi=\pi(E)\pi(X)\xi-\pi(X)\pi(F)\xi$ $($
, $B\not\in \mathbb{C}I$ , $\pi(B)\not\in \mathbb{C}I\mathcal{H}$ . , $\xi_{0}\in \mathcal{H}$ 7
$\pi(B)\xi 0$ .
Case 1. $\{\xi_{0}, \pi(B)\xi_{0}, \pi(D)\xi_{0}, \pi(F)\xi 0\}$ .$\cdot$
(11) $\xi_{0}$ , Kadison transitivity , $C+A=$
, $E=C+A+I$. $//$
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Case 2. $\{\xi_{0}, \pi(B)\xi_{0}, \pi(D)\xi_{0}, \pi(F)\xi_{0}\}$ .$\cdot$
$\alpha\xi_{0}+\beta\pi(B)\xi_{0}+\gamma\pi(D)\xi_{0}+\delta\pi(F)\xi_{0}=0$
$(\alpha, \beta,\gamma, \delta\in \mathbb{C}, (\alpha, \beta, \gamma, \delta)\neq(0,0,0,0))$ . $\xi_{0}$ $\pi(B)\xi_{0}$
, $\gamma$ $\delta$ 0 .





$\pi(\alpha C-E)\pi(X)\xi 0+\pi(A+\beta C)\pi(X)\pi(B)\xi 0+\pi(\gamma C+I)\pi(X)\pi(F)\xi 0=0(\forall X\in \mathfrak{U})$ .
(12)
Case 2-1-1. $\{\xi_{0}, \pi(B)\xi_{0}, \pi(F)\xi_{0}\}$ .$\cdot$
(12) Kadison transitivity ,
$\alpha C-E+A+\beta C+\gamma C+I=0$ .
, $E=(\alpha+\beta+\gamma)C+A+I$ . $//$
Case 2-1-2. $\{\xi_{0}, \pi(B)\xi_{0}, \pi(F)\xi_{0}\}$ .$\cdot$
$\xi 0$ $\pi(B)\xi_{0}$ ,
$\pi(F)\xi_{0}=k\xi_{0}+l\pi(B)\xi_{0}(k, l\in \mathbb{C})$
. (12) ,
$\pi((\alpha+\gamma k)C-E+kI)\pi(X)\xi 0+\pi(A+(\beta+\gamma l)C+lI)\pi(X)\pi(B)\xi 0=0(\forall X\in \mathfrak{U})$ .
Kadison transitivity 1,









$\pi(C+\gamma I)\pi(X)\pi(D)\xi 0+\pi(A+\beta I)\pi(X)\pi(B)\xi 0=\pi(E-\alpha I)\pi(X)\xi 0=0(\forall X\in,\mathfrak{U})arrow-\backslash \cdot$
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Case 2-2-1. $\{\xi_{0}, \pi(B)\xi_{0}, \pi(D)\xi_{0}\}$ .$\cdot$
(13) Kadison transitivity , $C+\gamma I+A+\beta I=E-\alpha I$ .
, $E=C+A+(\alpha+\beta+\gamma)I$. $//$
Case 2-2-2. $\{\xi 0, \pi(B)\xi 0, \pi(D)\xi 0\}$ .$\cdot$
$\xi_{0}$ $\pi(B)\xi_{0}$ $’\wedge\backslash$ ,
$\pi(D)\xi_{0}=k\xi_{0}+l\pi(B)\xi_{0}(k,l\in \mathbb{C})$
. (13) ,
$\pi(kC-E+(\alpha+\gamma k)I)\pi(X)\xi_{0}+\pi(lC+A+(\beta+\gamma l)I)\pi(X)\pi(B)\xi_{0}=0(\forall X\in \mathfrak{U})$ .
Kadison transitivity 1,






$E=\alpha C+A+\beta I$ (10) .
$CXD+AXB$ $=$ $(\alpha C+A+\beta I)X-XF$
$=$ $\alpha CX+AX+\beta X-XF$.
,
$CX(D-\alpha I)+AX(B-I)=X(\beta I-F)$ $(\forall X\in \mathfrak{U})$ . (14)
, $\chi c,D-\alpha I+\chi_{A,B-I}=\chi_{I},\rho_{I-F}\in EM(\mathfrak{U})$ . , $A\neq 0,$ $B\neq I$
, Theorem 2 , $C=\gamma A(\gamma\in \mathbb{C})$ , $D-\alpha I=\delta(B-$
$I)(\delta\in \mathbb{C})$ .
Case 1. $C=\gamma A$ .$\cdot$
(14) ,
$AX\{\gamma(D-\alpha I)+B-I\}=X(\beta I-F)$ $(\forall X\in \mathfrak{U})$ .
, $\chi_{A,\gamma(D-\alpha I)+B-I}=\chi_{I,\beta I-F}$ .
Case 1-1. $F=\beta I$ .$\cdot$
$\chi_{A,\gamma(D-\alpha I)+B-I}=0$ . $A\neq 0$ Lemma 1 , $\gamma(D-\alpha I)+B-I=0$.
$B\neq I$ , $\gamma\neq 0$ , $D=-\gamma^{-1}B+(\alpha+\gamma^{-1})I$ . $//$
Case 1-2. $F\neq\beta I$ .$\cdot$
Lemma 2 , $\epsilon\in \mathbb{C}\backslash \{0\}$ , $A=\epsilon I\in \mathbb{C}I$ .
, case . //
Case 2. $D-\alpha I=\delta(B-I)$ .$\cdot$
, $D=\delta B+(\alpha-\delta)I$ .
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(14) ,
$(\delta C+A)X(B-I)=X(\beta I-F)(\forall X\in \mathfrak{U})$ .




$\chi\delta C+A,B-I=0$ . $B\neq 0$ Lemma 1 , $\delta C+A=0$ . $A\neq 0$
$\delta\neq 0$ , $C=-\delta^{-1}A$ . $//$
Case 2-2. $F\neq\beta I$ .$\cdot$
Lemma 2 , $\epsilon\in \mathbb{C}\backslash \{0\}$ , $\delta C+A=\epsilon I$ . $A\not\in \mathbb{C}I$
$\delta\neq 0$ , $C=-\delta^{-1}A+\delta^{-1}\epsilon I$ . $//$
, 1 $(\Rightarrow)$ .
2 $(\Leftarrow)$ . 2 $(\Rightarrow)$ .
$A=aI(a\in \mathbb{C})$ . $\chi C,D+\chi_{A,B}=\delta_{E,F}(E, F\in \mathfrak{U})$ ,
$CXD=EX-X(F+aB)(\forall X\in \mathfrak{U})$ .
, $\chi c,D=\delta_{E,F+aB}\in GD(\mathfrak{U})$ . Lemma 3 , $C\in \mathbb{C}I$
$D\in \mathbb{C}I$ .
$B=bI(b\in \mathbb{C})$ .
, Theorem 3 .
Theorem 1 :
4 , 1-3 $(\Leftarrow)$ .
, $\delta_{C,D}\delta_{A,B}=\delta_{E,F}(E, F\in \mathfrak{U})$ .
$CAX-CXB-AXD+XBD=EX-XF$,
$CXB+AXD=(CA-E)X-X$(-BD-F) $(\forall X\in \mathfrak{U})$ .
, $\chi_{C,B}+\chi_{A,D}=\delta_{CA-E,-BD-F}\in GD(\mathfrak{U})$ .
2 $(\Rightarrow).\cdot$
Theorem 3(7) 2 $\text{ },$ $C\in \mathbb{C}I$ . $//$
3 $(\Rightarrow).\cdot$
, $D\in \mathbb{C}I$ . $//$
1 $(\Rightarrow).\cdot$
$D\in \mathbb{C}I$ , Theorem 3 2 , $C\in \mathbb{C}I$ . ($a=0$ )
.
$D\not\in \mathbb{C}I$ , Theorem 3 1 ,
$C=aA+cI,$ $B=-a^{-1}D+dI$ .
, $D=-aB+adI$ , . //
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3.
( ) , $\chi A,B$ $\delta_{A,B}$
relative commutant .
, $\chi A,B$ , relative commutant
$(\Re(\chi_{A,B}))’\cap \mathfrak{U}=\{C\in \mathfrak{U}|C\mathrm{Y}=\mathrm{Y}C(\forall \mathrm{Y}\in\Re(\chi_{A,B}))\}$
.
Corollary 1. Let 21 be a primitive C’-algebra and let $A$ and $B$ be in $\mathfrak{U}$,
then $(\Re(\chi_{A,B}))’\cap \mathfrak{U}$ is:
1. $(\mathrm{k}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}R_{A}\cap \mathrm{k}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}L_{B})+\mathbb{C}I$, if $A\neq \mathrm{O}$ and $B\neq 0$ ;
2. $\mathfrak{U}$ , if $A=\mathrm{O}$ or $B=0$.
Especially, if $A$ be right-invertible and $B\neq \mathrm{O}$ or if $B$ is left-invertible and
$A\neq 0$ , then $(\Re(\chi_{A,B}))’=\mathbb{C}I$ .
.$\cdot$
2 trivial. 1 . ,
$C\in(\Re(\chi_{A,B}))’\cap \mathfrak{U}\Leftrightarrow\chi_{CA,B}=\chi_{A,BC}$
. $C\in(\Re(\chi A,B))’\cap \mathfrak{U}$ .
Case 1. $BC=0$ .$\cdot$
$C\in \mathrm{k}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}L_{B}$ . $\cdot$ , $\chi CA,B=\chi A,BC=0$ , $B\neq 0$ , Lemma 1
, $CA=0$ . $C\in \mathrm{k}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}R_{A}$ . , $C\in \mathrm{k}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}R_{A}\cap \mathrm{k}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}L_{B}$ . $//$
Case 2. $BC\neq 0$ .$\cdot$
$A\neq 0$ Lemma 2 , $\alpha\in \mathbb{C}\backslash \{0\}$ , $CA=\alpha A$
$B=\alpha^{-1}BC$ . , $C-\alpha I\in \mathrm{k}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}R_{A}\cap \mathrm{k}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}L_{B}$ . $//$
, $(\Re(\chi_{A,B}))’\cap \mathfrak{U}\subseteq(\mathrm{k}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}RA\cap \mathrm{k}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}L_{B})+\mathbb{C}I$ . ,
.
$\delta_{A,B}$ , relative commutant
$(\Re(\delta_{A,B}))’\cap \mathfrak{U}=\{C\in \mathfrak{U}|C\mathrm{Y}=\mathrm{Y}C(\forall \mathrm{Y}\in\Re(\delta_{A,B}))\}$
( Corollary 2 , primitive $C^{*}$- trivial
, Barraa-Pedersen [1, Corollary 2]
, )
Corollary 2. Let 2[ be a primitive C’-algebra and let $A$ and $B$ be in 1,
then $(\Re(\delta_{A,B}))’\cap \mathfrak{U}$ is :
1. $\mathbb{C}I$ , if $A+B\not\in \mathbb{C}I$ or if $A+B\in \mathbb{C}I$ and either $A-B\in \mathbb{C}I\backslash \{0\}$ or
$(A-B)^{2}\not\in \mathbb{C}I$ ;
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2. $\mathfrak{U},$ $JA+B\mathrm{C}\mathbb{C}I$ and $A-B\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} 0\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$
3. $\{a(A-B)+bI|a, barrow \mathbb{C}\},$ $JA+Bc\mathbb{C}J,$ $A-B\not\in \mathbb{C}I$ and $(A-B)^{2}c\mathbb{C}L$
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